Pain Relief so Enjoyable, Calling it Euphoric
Would be Insulting.
Imagine if relief from chronic pain was only 60 minutes away. Imagine if you could
decrease healing time by 20 to 50%.
In a recent chronic pain study 100% of participants had relief from their pain. The
majority reached the point of having ZERO pain to only mild pain after only a few
sessions. Have you heard the saying, "If it sounds too good to be true, it probably is?"
Take a look at the study below and tell me these aren't miraculous results.

The following pain scale was used during the
study. The average starting pain level was
just over a 6, characterized as dreadful. By
the end of the study average pain level
before a session was a 2, characterized as
annoying.

It should be noted
that a whopping 70%
of participants had
ZERO pain in the
REST Pod after only
three sessions.
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Average pain during
the session never
rose past a level 2
(annoying) and after
only three sessions
averaged close to
none.
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Study was done on 20 participants all of whom had consecutive daily sessions.
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The decrease in pain is obvious session after session. The pain decrease lasts anywhere
from a few hours to a few days and in rare cases even longer. Relief like this can enable
you to rebuild muscle, use limbs that you were unable to use and have a normal life
again. Are these results too good to be true? You be the judge.
In a similar study we found recovery time for minor to moderate injuries decreased by 20
to 50%.
“By the end of my therapy sessions my shoulder was at about 80% recovery!
Definitely recommend for recently injured.” - John, CO
“I Thank God… to have experienced floating ... it feels fabulous… I have had three
days and nights of Zero Pain & No Prescriptions” - Colleen, Scottsdale

True REST is now offering a simple and natural solution to injury and pain. Why not
give it a try.
Minor Pain/Injury (5 Float sessions)

Valued at $395 now

$249

Moderate Pain/Injury (10 Float sessions)

Valued at $790 now

$475

Severe Pain/Injury (20 Float sessions)

Valued at $1,580 now

$899

What do you have to lose other than your dreadful pain?
"I have been living with shoulder and neck pain for decades...None of those
treatments brought me as much relief and relaxation to my hyper-tense muscles as
the 60 minutes float did." - Sydney, Phoenix
"I've had back surgery (L5/S1 Microdiscectomy due to a car accident) and can say
that while I'm inside the pod, I feel absolutely no pain." - Josh, Tempe

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Purchase any pain/injury package and if your pain level doesn't decrease by at least
50% while in the REST Pod, after four sessions, we will refund your money at your
request immediately, no questions asked. *The four sessions must be redeemed in four
consecutive days, without skipping any days.

Get your pain/injury package today by calling (480) 389-0853.
Thank you,
Nick Janicki
True REST Float Spa
TrueREST.com

